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[PC] She worked at the TV station at her high school so that’s why she knows how to do that, I 
never had that class the audio visual class. They don’t teach you that when you’re going to 
teacher school, the audiovisual class mm-uh. Hi you guys its really nice to see you tonight. 
Thank you so much for coming out. I’m the mom part of PC and Kristin. What we’re going to do 
first is we are going to answer questions that we know you guys are going to ask and then we 
will open it up for a Q&A and then well do a book signing and we even have presents to give 
away, too. This is the first time we’ve been up here too we’ve never been to Seattle before, the 
Seattle area. It’s really pretty; it’s raining kind of (audience laughs) 

[Kristin] Shock, shocker 

[PC] Apparently. Is that what happens? That’s what happens here? 

[Kristin] It smells like Christmas outside!  

[PC] It does we stepped out of the car and we were like ooh it smells like Christmas and then 
we saw the pine trees and we were like… 

[Kristin] Christmas! 

[PC] Christmas. 

[Kristin]  Figures 

[PC] Doesn’t smell like Christmas in Oklahoma it smells like ragweed right now in Oklahoma. (to 
Kristin) Do you notice we don’t have our allergies now?  

[Kristin]  Yeah 

[PC] Yeah. Uh-huh 

[PC] It’s always nice that when we leave the state we feel better. (laughing) But we do heart us 
some Oklahoma; we heart us some Oklahoma. And a lot of the places that…Well, most of the 
places in the book are real places in Oklahoma, in Tulsa. Um and vampires - only in the 
panhandle. In that area up top, Tulsa’s over here, panhandles over...Geography jokes never 
work. Unless you’re in Oklahoma and then they’re like [chortling, then hokey accent] in the 
panhandle. Yeah. Okay so questions you guys usually ask. First thing you usually ask me about is 
there going to be a movie. Well, Authors don’t have any really control over that unless you’re JK 



Rowling and yeah, yay. We heart us some Hogwarts. But the books have been optioned by 
Michael Birnbaum Empire pictures but they’ve been optioned for a couple of years. Um…I 
did…there is movement on them right now though I spoke with our screenwriter Kent Dalian 
(sp?)  I always wanna call him Delaine and that’s not its Dalian he’s great; as a matter of fact I 
really like him. He’s about 2 weeks. He’s got the whole first draft for the screenplay of the first 
movie done and um he was rewriting and when I talked to him a few days ago he said it’s going 
to be about 2 weeks and then he’s going to send it to our producer Michael Birnbaum. And he’s 
going to sneak a copy to me too so I get to read it. Then we go from there. Kristin and I don’t 
have any control over it. We’re not going to be involved in any of the casting we don’t have 
anything to do with that. If you think you're Zoey... 

[Kristin]  Congratulations 

[PC] Congratulations and talk to Michael Birnbaum at Empire Pictures. No I won’t give you his 
phone number. Just Google him; and find him; stalk him online. We also get the question about 
how we work together and how can we work together as mother and daughter 

[in unison] I beat her  

[PC] (gasps) You do not beat me! 

[Kristin]  I knew she was going to say that. I can run faster than you. 

[PC] She can run faster than I can. But she’ll still flinch if I move or come around her. This is 
what happens, we talk about…we brainstorm about each book then I ignore everything we’ve 
said together usually and I write the entire book. In the text of the book I write questions to 
Kristin and I leave blanks a lot of the pop references and some analogies and there are some 
places in the books that you guys would you…wouldn’t really think… Okay look, I got hassled in 
email before form kids who are like,  you know in Marked when Zoey gets on the soapbox 
about the pot that they were burning in the circle and she was like I just said no all these years 
and here I am standing here and accidentally I’m smoking. Whatever. Kristin writes more of 
that 

[Kristin]  I didn’t write that part 

[PC] Okay what about that sex part? 

[Kristin]  I don’t even remember that part honestly 

[PC] I thought you wrote that part…Did I write that? 

[Kristin]  I wrote that part about the Oprah thing.  



[PC] Oh that’s right  

[Kristin]  This woman!  

[PC] Oh my gosh well they mish together to me 

[Kristin]  I wrote about the part about the Oprah thing that all kids on school buses like you 
know have sex with each other or whatever.  

[PC] Yeah she got on her soap box about that and people think that it’s me 

[Kristin]  You ruined your whole point cuz you did it wrong. (giggling) Oh, these are the times 
that I love being your child 

[PC] I’m sorry 

[Kristin]  Anyway, moving right along. 

[PC] Moving right a long 

[Kristin] Who is Zoey going to end up, Phyllis? 

[PC] Zoey is going to end up with no one while she is not even of legal age. Okay. 

[Kristin] That’s true. Because it kind of nauseates us that people think that a 17 year old girl 
should choose her life partner. You live way too long to be tied down that soon 

[PC] You’re working on your first divorce there; you are working on your first divorce [laughter] 

[Kristin] Right, uh huh 

[PC] And let me clue you in about Eric Night, too. Ladies especially young pretty ladies when a 
boy tells you that [soto voce] have something special, I’m the only one for you baby [kissing 
noises] he might even say it twice. Ooh hoo hoo hoo…He’s an asshole, get rid of him. Zoey 
didn’t cheat on him, she was seduced by an adult predator and she made a mistake that a lot of 
young girls do because she trusted the adult to be trust worthy that doesn’t always happen 

[Kristin] You can trust your parents  

[PC] Trust your mommy daddy. Well, not Zoey’s. Clearly. 

[Kristin] Except for hers 

[PC] Well, except for hers. So, Eric, I have plans for Eric. He won’t end up with Zoey, in case 
you’re wondering.  



[Kristin] He won’t end up with Zoey. I promise you he won’t 

[PC] Let me see a show of hands, who’s read Tempted? All of it? I’m gonna be careful about 
what I say, but I apologize if I made you cry. (gesturing to Kristin) Made her cry three times. I 
made my ownself cry. That scene at the end. Blubbering and snot on the keyboard. I cried. I’m 
62 pages into Burned 

[Kristin] Comes out May 27 

[PC] Comes out May 27. The rumors that you’re seeing…we stay off of review sites, and all that 
kind of stuff. We don’t read that stuff. From residual…I’m hearing that some people are posting 
that Zoey’s dead.  

[Kristin] She didn’t die 

[PC] She didn’t die  

[Kristin] No 

[PC] Okay she’s not dead, don’t worry. 

[Kristin] It didn’t ruin anything ‘cuz if you thought she died you were just wrong 

[PC] No, those three of you that read it, did you think Zoey died?  No! 

[Kristin] Thank. You. 

[PC] Thank you 

[Kristin] They’re just posting all over the place – Zoey died 

[PC] We were so confused. We’re like Zoey didn’t die 

[Kristin] That’s just bogus 

[PC] You need to re-read kid whoever thinks that 

[Kristin] There’s a line that says, you’re not dead 

[PC] You’re not dead! 

[Kristin] It does say that – you’re not dead 

[PC] Yeah it does say that 

What else do people always 



[Kristin] I dunno, you can ask 

[PC] Why don’t we open it up to you guys? 

[Kristin] Let’s pull one of these out (pulling a slip of paper from a cauldron with pre-written 
questions by the audience). (reading a question) How many books are planned for the series? 
We have a contract for 12 (applause) 

[PC] Since only three of you had read Tempted I can very safely give you this new information. 
‘Cuz you can read it tonight, anyway…that Tempted is not just in first person POV from Zoey’s 
POV you do get that and you’ll continue to get that ‘cuz…Zoey’s not dead…but you also get 3rd 
person POV from Aphrodite, Heath, Stark, Stevie Rae and a surprise character. What did you 
guys think of the surprise character? You know who I’m talking about. What about that scene 
on the roof. I think that’s my favorite scene of the whole book. Wasn’t it awesome? God, I did 
such a good job! 

[Kristin] Do you have any ideas in the works for another YA Series? Yes 

[PC] Yes we do 

[unison] Not gonna tell you.  

[PC] We’d have to kill you its not vampires but it is paranormal 

[Kristin] It has young teenagers in it  

[PC] And all I can tell you is that I have a post-apocalyptic setting in my mind. (a boy in the 
crowd said sweet!) aka Joss Whedon. You know, Serenity. But I’m sure nothing will be as cool as 
anything he does 

[Kristin] Shhhh. Was Marked the first book you ever wrote? 

[PC] Who? Me? 

[Kristin] We can answer separately 

[PC] I have a whole bunch of real naughty adult books out  

[Kristin] If you can’t watch rated R movies you can’t read them 

[PC] If you can’t watch rated R movies you can not read them. Ladies in the front, you can read 
them. [women sitting in the front cheer] Ladies in the front you got it girls, Goddess 
Summoning series, Divine books. Marked was my 16th or 15th. I know Chosen was my first to 
debut on New York Times Bestseller list and it was my 18th book 



[Kristin] First thing I ever wrote was Immortal  

[PC] By herself 

[Kristin] By myself 

[PC] Do you guys know that anthology, Immortal: Loves Stories [with bite] Do you have it right 
there? Can you hold it up as visual aid? 

[Kristin] Thank you 

[PC] You two are exceeding our expectations. Good job 

[Kristin] Good job 

[Kristin] (reading a question) Goddess is a symbol you like to use often especially 
Rome/Greek/Parthalon… 

[PC] Someone’s read me 

[Kristin] (continuing) Why choose Nyx for this new age woman why not a Cherokee specific 
god? 

[PC] I choose Nyx because the vampire society is not Cherokee specific and as you continue 
reading the series, I think that, I hope that you’ll get the idea, especially when we mingle with 
Benedictine Nuns that Nyx doesn’t necessarily have to be called by the name of Nyx. That Nyx 
more like represents the idea of the divine feminine so it’s not just one being and you can 
believe in all different beings and still be considered like one of hers. Cherokee is not…it’s just 
Zoey not the vampires 

[Kristin] (reading a question) Who is your favorite character and whom do you identify with 
most? They used whom 

[PC] Thank you for using whom correctly, thank you 

[Kristin] Yet! 

[PC] Yet 

[Kristin] I don’t have a favorite character, I have a least favorite character, but I don’t have a 
favorite character 

[PC] I fashioned Zoey after Kristin when she was 16. I gave her… 

[Kristin] That’s not your favorite character 



[PC] I know that but, I’m just letting them know who you identify with the most 

[Kristin] I don’t identify with her the most 

[PC] Not anymore? Gosh 

[Kristin] You can’t answer with a question for me. I doest work that way 

[PC] Well what character do you identify with most? 

[Kristin] I don’t identify with any of them… the most 

[PC] Really? 

[Kristin] …At all 

[PC] I like Aphrodite best and identify with her the most too…  

[Kristin] Creepy 

[PC] Kristin thinks that’s really creepy but she’s super easy for me to write and she reminds me 
of me [chuckling] 

[Kristin] Moving right along  

[Audience member] Who’s your favorite? 

[PC] Who’s your favorite? (gesturing at Kristin) Who’s my favorite?  

[Audience member] Who’s your least favorite? 

[PC] I don’t really have one, but she does 

[Kristin] I hate the twins 

[PC] She doesn’t like the twins 

[Kristin] I hate the twins 

[PC] Don’t worry. I’m not going to kill them off or anything like that 

[Kristin] She should 

[audience laughs] 

[Kristin] I might, you never know 



[PC] You can’t ‘cuz I read it after you 

[Kristin] It’s ridiculous. (reading a question) When you write your books where does your 
inspiration come from? Music?  

[PC] No 

[Kristin] (continuing) Do you put yourself in your characters POV? 

[PC] When I write first I get inspired by research, I do a whole lot of research and plus I’ve lived 
along time 

[Kristin] Half a century 

[PC] Thank you 

[Kristin] You’re welcome 

[PC] I’m not quite 50 yet 

[Kristin] You will be in April 

[PC] True and I will be in April and I am well preserved, too 

[Kristin] Inspiration 

[PC] I got inspired by research for all my books. I like to research actually. And I also got inspired 
by students I taught high school for 15 years, I just quit less than a year ago. So a whole bunch 
of kids are based on kids who were in my class and friends of Kristin 

[Kristin] Do you put yourself in the characters POV? 

[PC] The characters POV? I don’t put myself in the character POV. I see it in my head; I watch 
and hear it like it’s a video. It’s real weird 

[Kristin] I get inspired by music, actually in the  short story that I’m doing currently , it was 
complete developed on one of my friends is this completely amazing cellist and he puts his own 
cello music to hip-hop beats – jpcello11 on YouTube…free advertisement – he completely 
created my whole entire story, my whole entire male hero person 

[PC] And that story will be in a Harper Teen vampire anthology sometime in 2010. She doesn’t 
have a release date 

[Kristin] Yeah, I don’t even know what it’s called 



[PC] It is vampire but it’s not House of Night. Have you guys read Wintergirls by the author of 
Speak? You really should, it’s an excellent book 

[Kristin] Her inner dialogue…how it’s all poetic and choppy and doesn’t make sense well I mean 
it makes sense… 

[PC] It’s more poetic than it is... 

[Kristin] It’s not narrative as much as it is like … 

[PC] It’s written in kind of that poetic style 

[Kristin]...adjectives… 

[PC] Yeah. 

[Kristin] Yeah. 

[PC] Your just confusing them, go ahead. 

[Kristin] (reading a question)  Are vampire children also vampires? Our vampires can’t have 
children therefore that question is moot. 

[PC] They can’t have kids 

[Kristin] They can’t have kids, ever. 

[PC] Ever. The biological change… 

[Kristin] Ever. 

[PC] No children. 

[Kristin] None. 

[PC] We don’t like them. 

[Kristin] We don’t like the children. 

[PC] And I’m not writin’ about babies. 

[audience member] How did you come up with idea of vampires and…they suddenly turn into 
them and they have to go to school. How did you come up with that? 

[PC] Lovely question, thank you 

[Kristin] Lovely question, thank you 



[PC] June 2004 my agent and I were at a Romance Writer’s National Convention and we were 
drinking because, you do that at Romance Writer's Conventions...because you do that when 
you’re of age, children. And she said…remember I had all these other books out…I’d like you to 
write a series set in a vampire finishing school. I’d been teaching high school so, immediately 
thought, and said out loud, ooh, okay, YA. She said what’s YA? Because, she’d never sold a 
young adult book and I said young adult. She said, no no no, how about a nasty S&M college co-
ed thing? I said, no, I wanna write YA. It’s cool, you know, I mean I teach that age, I’ll write YA. 
She said ugh, whatever; write the proposal and the first three chapters. So, I went back to 
Tulsa, and my dad is a biologist. I sat down with him and we created a biological basis for our 
vampires. So, Marked was inspired by ancient goddess lore. Quite often in many cultures, 
especially Celtic based, and a lot of my religion is Celtic based in the books. The goddess they 
chose would mark them in some way, and you know woad is an ancient Celtic tattoo that was 
on the face or painted on the face 

[Kristin] (reading a question) How long did you take to get your first book published? I would 
like to start this question cuz she’s obviously going to answer it, by saying that it’s abnormal 
and don’t take this seriously… I mean take it seriously cuz its true but don’t think it’s going to 
happen to you. 

[PC] That sounded very cynical 

[Kristin] Really bad but it is true, I’m sorry 

[PC] It took me one month, it’s not normal it doesn’t usually happen 

[Kristin] Years, lifetimes, people have died and then had their books published 

[PC] I’m sorry. I apologize for that, okay 

[Kristin] (reading a question) Do you two ever fight about what to write in the book? No 

[PC] No, because, we used to argue or she says I tried to argue with her but she didn’t argue 
back with me. They do what they want to do  

[Kristin] Right 

[PC] I don’t feel in control, right now I’m in the beginning of Burned. I know how I wanted it to 
start and kind of know what I want to happen in the end. I don’t have any idea how I’m gonna 
get there. They show me that. It’s pointless for us to argue about it because they’re not gonna 
do what I want them to do anyway. Like Stark, I brought Stark in for Stevie Rae. 

[Kristin] Didn’t happen 



[PC] That lunch scene, there was kind of a zing between the two of them (talking about Zoey 
and Stark) and I remember writing it and thinking uh-oh, what’s going on here? Then, I was like 
nah, and then he dies, and kisses her and stuff, well there was no and stuff but he kisses her 
and was like, what?…So he wasn’t with Stevie Rae 

[Kristin] So we don’t fight 

[PC] Yeah, we don’t fight 

[Kristin] (reading a question) What was the most recent book you finished reading. I finished 
reading Scott Segals’ Infected 

[PC] She reads really gross books 

[Kristin] It was really awesome and now I’m on the second one, Contagious, you should read it 
if you like things about infections and taking over the world 

[PC] I am re-reading, Diana Gabaldon’s [pronounced it Gabaldoon] A Breath of Snow and Ashes 
because I got Echo in the Bones (a person in the audience shouts Gabaldon). Yeah I got that, I 
say it how I wanna say it cuz I’m the author and I always make up names in my head, anyway. 
I’m almost done rereading that. Because she gets to publish every 3 or 4 years you have to go 
back and re-read. I have her next book in my carry-on luggage (she nearly rubs her hands 
together in excitement) 

[Boy in audience stands up] You said you had a least favorite character who was that? 
(someone he is with talks to him) Oh never mind, you already said. I was going to ask if you had 
a least favorite character and who it is but you already said the Twins didn’t you? 

[PC] I don’t have a least favorite character, I love all my characters. No, yes, I do! Okay that 
Elliott kid, he was a real kid in my class and his name is Elliott and that is exactly what he was 
like and I killed him before I knew I was going to bring him back – out of spite. I don’t worry 
about him reading those books. 

[Kristin] He can’t read 

[PC] He can’t read okay, he did not pass my freshman English class. I don’t think he ever passed 
freshman English, so I’m not worried about it. So, that would be my least favorite character. 
Any other questions? 

[Kristin] (reading a question) Why is it so easy for you to get published? 

[PC] (grinning)’ Cuz I’m so good. No, actually it was a series of cool events…I knew…I got 
published by a regional press, a small publisher, for my first book and the small publisher knew 



a really good friend of mine. She knew I was almost done with my first manuscript, she 
introduced us by saying this, “Hi, this is PC Cast, her cousin is your favorite living author.” 
Because my cousin in Anne Tyler...The Accidental Tourist, Breathing Lessons, all that kind of 
stuff…and he said, you’re Anne Tyler’s cousin? I said, yeah. He said, Um, Why don’t I have your 
manuscript on my desk?, and I was like it’s not done, and he said I’m going to go away for two 
weeks on vacation can you have it done in two weeks? I said yah, not thinking I could, at all - my 
first deadline. In just a little while, it surprised me by winning several national awards and I got 
the attention of a fabulous literary agent, Meredith Bernstein who is now our agent. So, she 
picked me up and within three days I had a contract with Penguin for the Goddess Summoning 
books -  for the first three books. So, that’s weird. It doesn’t normally happen, get the agent 
first, I should have never published with that small regional press. Any other questions? 

[Kristin] (reading a question) How did we get into writing? 

[PC] I wrote my first book in first grade, Blubby the Blue Whale 

[Kristin] I coat-tailed 

[PC] You did what? 

[Kristin] Coat-tailed 

[PC] She coat-tailed on me, she coat-tailed, yup. I can’t remember ever not being able to read 
or write 
[Kristin] She has a passion and I just got lucky 

[PC] It’s true 

[Kristin] Yeah 

[PC] (chuckling) So coat-tail on your mom. That’s my advice, that’s her advice, Mom be 
passionate, you know? 

[Kristin] (reading a question) How many hours do you write a day? 

[PC] That varies depending on where I am in the books, at the beginning writing a book until 
about page 250, a regular manuscript is about 400 pages long, the first 250 or so it feels like I’m 
plowing through mud and I have to force myself to write like 5 pages a day and it usually takes 
me about 3-5 hours at least and I rewrite a lot, too and then once I hit a certain place in every 
single book I can’t stay away from it. It feels just like reading a good book then, I put out like 20-
30 pages a day from that point on and usually about 12 hours in front of the computer. That’s 
why I bought a tread desk so I can walk and write so, I’m not a great big fat walrus woman like 
Jabba the Hutt, ‘cuz I would be if I sat for 12 hours a day. It varies on where I am in the book. 



[audience member] Do you have carpal tunnel? 

[PC] No girl, I go the gym man, I lift weights so I don’t get that! Whatever that is… 

[Kristin] Lifting weights doesn’t affect whether or not you have carpal tunnel 

[PC] (grinning) Sounded good though 

[Kristin] I think it can affect it negatively actually. That’s why I majored in several different 
things so, I can have all this useless knowledge 

[PC] You’re never going to graduate 

[Kristin] You’re right 

[Kristin] (reading a question) How come on the different covers of the books there are different 
tattoos? 

[PC] Because the only real tattoo is the one in my head 

[Kristin] That’s how the artist wanted it 

[PC] Yeah, it’s just one person’s idea… 

[Kristin] Kind of a lame answer. I’m sorry 

[PC] Well, no, the real answer is whatever different people see in their heads, like when you 
guys are reading I’m sure Stevie Rae looks one way to me and a different way to you and looks 
a different way to the cover designer. It’s just what the cover designer sees in his head. Plus, all 
the covers are just symbolic; it’s not supposed to be like exactly, exactly. Plus, we don’t do the 
covers, someone else does. I don’t draw and neither do you.  

[Kristin] They don’t draw; they take pictures of people 

[PC] But the tattoo things were drawn 

[Kristin] Through the computer. There’s another major, right there, in computers. Anyone else 
have a question? Will we ever do a reality TV show? 

[PC] No, no 

[Kristin] I’d be excellent in a sitcom 

[PC] No 



[Kristin] I’m just saying, Thank you! I think I should be on reality TV. They need a show about 
me. I’m just saying 

[PC] Just so you could kill your mother…No, no 

[Kristin] I think it’s a wonderful idea. (reading a question) What does Eric and Stark look like? 

[PC] In my head, Eric is Tom Welling, Smallville’s superman and Stark is James Dean in Rebel 
Without a Cause, and Heath is the real Heath, her friend from college. You guys saw the old 
yearbook, before they changed characters? We sent in pictures of the actual people and they 
sent us pictures of people who look like them so, Heath looked just like Heath but now he 
doesn’t. He looks like a skinny faux hawk weird person. Stark is all like , eh, it’s just retarded . 
We told them…we didn’t choose those people. We love the cover of Tempted. We think it’s 
beautiful but that’s not what Stark looked like to us. And not what Heath looked like, there in 
the back ground they need to switch places and chop off his hair. 

[Kristin] Cuz that’s just ridiculous 

[PC] Boys cut your hair 

[Kristin] C’mon 

[PC] god 

[Kristin] Yes 

[PC] It’s not attractive at all 

 [Kristin] Its annoying and you know it traps oil and stuff on your skin and causes zits 

[PC] Zitty forehead boys, eew 

[Kristin] Really it cannot breathe 

[PC] Just cut it 

[Kristin] We didn’t pick those people, but it’s cool we like this version and the inside posters is 
cool 

[PC] One more question 

[Kristin] (reading a question) Did your relationship change whey you starting writing together? 

[PC] No, our relationship did not change at all. When we started writing together, Kristin and I 
have always been the same…single parent you know. We do get to travel to cooler places than 



just Oklahoma city. We’ve always been the same. We get asked that question a lot. People have 
actually asked us on TV interviews and stuff 

[PC] I was driving  

[Kristin] And cursing 

[PC] I said the F word and she, she looked at me…P.C. stands for Phyllis Christine…and said 
Phyllis, you would be so much more attractive if you didn’t use that word 

[Kristin] That’s a valid point 

[PC] You were such hilarious kid! And then I went, F-word, F-word, F-word, and she went, ugh. 
Kristin is, no matter how hard I’ve tired, she’s a non-drinker just like Zoey and I’m firmly in the 
camp of drinking as my drug of choice. Kristin…she’s just more boring than I am. 

[Kristin] I’m not boring! 

[PC] Thank you for supporting us, and for loving the series 

 

 

 

 

 


